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Have you lost money trading the Forex Markets? Or are you consistently winning and making a

regular income with your trading?Are you watching the markets without enough confidence to enter

trades? Are you spending money in third-part systems that donâ€™t seem to yield you any results?

Are you wasting your money trading without enough knowledge? Do you want to understand the

systems and tactics advanced and professional Forex traders use to build their accounts?This book

Includes a link to more than 80 minutes of video content, where I will walk you through and help you

easily get started with your Winning Forex Trading Strategy"Two words.... Brilliant book! And don't

be deceived by the size and low price of this book, the content is fantastic!"Mr. Trader,  Customer

"Many expensive books I have read spent hundreds of words to arrive to their point and sometimes

ends up with nothing. This book went straight to the meat! Well worth my time. Highly

recommended."Eugenjr,  CustomerIf you arenâ€™t achieving the results you want from Forex

Trading this book will help you get there faster and easier. If you only knew that by tweaking and

fixing certain aspects of your trading you could literally start making money right away.The

knowledge and information contained in The Black Book Of Forex Trading was learned by me after

several years of losing, trying and testing. Spending thousands in systems, courses and coaches to

get to where I am now. You could easily learn the core of what I know by reading this book. And

literally change your trading forever since the concepts are simple and easy to follow. What 

actionable and realistic Forex tactics will you learn by reading this book?  â€¢How to stop struggling

with the markets â€¢How to STOP losing money!â€¢Gain enough confidence to trade, knowing that

you have the right knowledge and the numbers are in your favorâ€¢Adapt any of my THREE proven,

powerful yet simple forex trading strategies to your own needs (day trade, swing trade or position

trade)â€¢Start earning money CONSISTENTLYâ€¢Become a profitable trader in four months or

lessâ€¢Fund your financial freedom and the lifestyle you want with your tradingAll of this while you

develop a real Forex System to win constantlyTrading doesn't have to be complicated to make you

moneyAimed for beginner to intermediate traders who canâ€™t yet become successful in their

trading, this book will guide you and help you answer many questions normally other books,

courses and gurus wonâ€™t cover. Written by a real trader who lost most of his life savings due to

bad trading, only to make them back many times over after learning a Proven, Powerful yet Simple

method that is COMPLETELY laid out for you in this book, no secrets kept. This book covers the

three main areas of Forex Trading:1- Strategies - how to adapt a winning strategy to your personal

lifestyle and needs (no black box or spaghetti charts full of indicators and lines, just simple and pure

price action, easy to read and follow)2. Money Management - How to optimize and maximize your



winnings without risking too much 3. Get control of your emotions and become a better trader - Why

most traders let their emotions rule their trading and a few simple steps to control how your mind

play tricks to you while you trade.At the end of the book you will find a very simple to follow yet very

powerful blueprint to plan your next months, get control of your financial future and achieve your

trading success. Scroll Back to the Top of The Page and Click â€œBuy Nowâ€• to Download your

Copy of The Black Book of Forex Trading NOW and change your trading foreverP.S. Youâ€™ll be

able to notice a difference within 24 hours
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I stumbled upon this book by chance. I am so glad I bought it.Paul Langer writes about what you

need to get started, stay on track and be successful in Forex trading. Please don't let the small size

of the book fool you. It is a small powerful book. It really packs a punch. In the book, Paul Langer

teaches how to trade Forex in a no nonsense style. Very quickly, it became clear to me that I will

have to drop my bad trading habits (too many lots, forcing trades etc) to be successful.If you don't



have time to read a lot of books, this book is for you. If you are looking for a book without fluff, this

book is for you. If you have bad trading habits and need help, this book is for you. If you want to

read just what you need to learn how to trade Forex, this book is for you. If you want excellent

advice from a trader who made the same trading mistakes you are currently making, buy the book.

If you are looking for simple setups that are easy to understand and implement, buy the book.I

bought many expensive Forex books that delivered only marginally what was promised. This book

is different. It is better than many expensive books that I purchased in the past. Buy it and read it

fully before forming an opinion. You wonÃ¢Â€Â™t be disappointed.

A 60 page superficial overpriced unhelpful "book" with no unique knowledge or anything that

couldn't be learned from the internet for free.If you started trading with just the knowledge of this

book, you'd get destroyed. This piece of writing is literally dangerous in its oversimplicity.The

chapters are littered with spelling errors (see my attatched image), and the whole thing just reads

funny. I'd say it's a cheap publishing job but the sticker price doesn't really reflect that. The graphics

are so poorly printed that the white candlesticks don't even show up (see other attatched

image).The author also does the classic trick of mentioning an "expert" who mentored him, and who

conveniently wished not to be named. He then brags about making six figures after a few years.

Whatever dude. Prove it.Overall, if this was only a few bucks, fine, but for $20? No way.Please say

this review was helpful so others can see. I will be returning this book.

I really enjoyed this book! It is well written, easy to understand, and a very usuful practical guide for

beginners of Forex Trading. The author shares his personal experience and gives good advice.

Recommended!

If you are losing to much money trading Forex Currency, this is an excellent book that may help you

find solutions to your problem. It is like a pilot's flight check list, if you skip certain items you might

not do so well. For myself after 10 years of part time trading, I am so very grateful and happy that I

studied Paul Langer's awesome book.Good Luck and Happy TradingWil

I have experienced many of the highs and lows of learning to trade Forex; I to bought into the

marketing scams, secret indicators, and robots only to lose money. This book is a quick read and

full of actionable advice from someone who offers real help to traders. The life lesson I took from

reading this book is that I am responsible for my results and simple is powerful.



Very useful. I will use it in my next trades. Still more to learn. Patience and more patience. Good

reading.

Other than the personal story of the author, this information can be found for free all over the

internet. I did not think I was purchasing a biography padded out by VERY elementary information.

Just do the babypips school for free and you will get 100x more than what this book offers. His story

was mildly entertaining which is why I did not give it 1 star.

Easy reading without massive history and some concrete trading advices for complete beginners

like me. More appropriate for some that are having more than average markets knowledge. It

requires the basics and some minor understanding of markets analysis
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